
SEPTEMBER 2018 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Dear friend, welcome to this month's edition. It is with great and immense
sadness that I have to let you know that we have lost yet another incredible
journalist and freedom fighter, my dear dear friend Tommy Hansen. Tommy was
the founder and mastermind behind FREE21.org, an internet-based independent
media that also appears on good old-fashioned paper, now available in multiple
countries and languages. The team of volunteers includes not only more than
150 authors, a permanent editorial team as well as dedicated volunteers,
translators, proof-readers, researchers and layouters. His very last wish was to
make sure that FREE21 can go on without him. I for one will truly miss him,
constantly happy, optimistic, fear-less, inspiring and so very knowledgeable...

NEW WEEKLY SHOW - LIVE ON PATREON
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In cooperation with Jason Goodman. Click above to go to my Patreon

After having done multiple shows together with Jason Goodman from
Crowdsource For Truth, he recently approached me and asked if I would be
interested in doing a weekly LIVE show together with him on Patreon, called
Light On Conspiracies. On Monday September 3rd we will go live with our first
show, link will be posted on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and in a direct sendout
to you as well. And guess what: We will also be sending live from the top of the
new World Trade Center on September 11!

THE ITALIAN MORANDI BRIDGE 'COLLAPSE'

Click above to learn more about the bizarre bridge 'collapse'

Ponte Morandi or the Morandi Bridge in English, is part of the Polcevera viaduct
on the A10 motorway in Genoa, Italy. The bridge, one of the major links to
France and part of the European route E80, crossed the Polcevera river between
the Sampierdarena and Cornigliano districts of Genoa. The viaduct was built
between 1963 and 1967 and was named after its designer, Riccardo Morandi. On
14 August 2018, the bridge partially collapsed, killing 43 people.

But was it an accident, a badly repaired bridge - or state-sponsored sabotage?
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No sign of deterioration nor torn surfaces. How is that possible?

Both sides of the missing bridge has perfectly clean-cut surfaces

The cables are still in perfect condition, not torn off nor damaged

No visible shoe clues, but here the word 'barefoot' is mentioned



Many European bridges have prepared built-in space for explosives

The armoured pillars could only destroyed like this with explosives



As so often before, the purple colour code appears in many photos

ANOTHER PARLIAMENT CAR ATTACK, UK

An official video of how it happened. Please notice all other vehicles

The Italian bridge disaster was not the only horrific event this day. At 07:37am
on Tuesday 14 August, a silver Ford Fiesta collided with a number of cyclists and
pedestrians, before crashing into barriers outside the Houses of Parliament in
central London, UK. Rooftop camera footage shows the car mounting a
pavement on the wrong side of the road before, witnesses said, it travelled at up
to 50mph.

When studying the video as well as the official footage it very soon becomes
clear that we are looking at yet another staged event, in this case, to have an
excuse to ban cars from the area around the Parliament. It is common practice
among the ruling elite to add distance between themselves and normal people in
times of brutal change, when their abuse of power becomes more and more
obvious, and that the risk of an uprising is a possibility.

Check out the videos for yourself and please notice how this is not a single car
attack, but a whole armada of vehicles involved, to block off the street and area,
etc. The alleged attacker then patiently waits inside the car, until six police cars
packed with heavily armed police officers arrive and drag him out. No airbag
inflated, even though the collision with the recently installed 'anti-terror' barrier
was very violent and instantly stopped the 'attack'.
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Click on the map above to see exactly where 'the attack' happened

The new barrier managed to 'successfully stop the terrorist attack'

The arrest: Notice the total lack of other vehicles, the attacker is
still in the vehicle. Then six police vehicles with heavily armed police

officers arrive at the very same time, dragging him out of the car
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A golden crown, the British flag and the new barriers. Propaganda?

Bicycles have recently become a more and more dominant mind
control trigger in staged falseflag operations around the world



Yet another bus, inside a crime scene - transport for crisis actors?



No shoes found on the crime scene, but check out this guy's name :-)

So often silver and gold appears as colours surrounding alleged terror
attacks. Just by coincidence, or is it done on purpose and if so, why?

CHINA'S FIRST VEHICLE ATTACK, UK

Click on the image above to watch the media coverage

Not totally sure what happened on August 30, but it seems like China have had
its first van attack. At least it is the first one I have ever heard of. So let's see if
it was an accident or if there are any of the normal signs of a staged event. Well,
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it was an accident or if there are any of the normal signs of a staged event. Well,
it very soon becomes clear that all the normal ingredients are there: A closed off
area, with what might be crisis actors with no visible injuries, lots of shoes
around, some strange damages to the van which seems hard to explain, a bus
right by, to shut out the view as well as unwanted 'civilians' and possibly also
there as the transport of crisis actors.

The official story explains that the van crashed into 'vehicles waiting at traffic
lights, hitting six electric bicycles, one three-wheel electric vehicle, and one
bicycle. It then continued driving until it collided with a pole.' But nowhere in the
official footage can we spot these vehicles. It is also interesting with the frequent
mentioning of bicycles (being used as a transition from the shoes as a global
mind control trigger). Even though we see no blood whatsoever on the scene,
media talks about 'a demand for urgent blood transfusions' and that 'citizens
have also reportedly turned up to donate blood at various donation clinics'. This
strange need for more blood has been observed in connection to many staged
terror attacks. Why?

A buss on standby for the crisis actors? And how surprising - a shoe

Please notice how the bus seems to be completely empty



How could the van door get ripped off and damaged like this?

Please notice how the area was already cordoned off by police

The same thing on the street itself, multiple cones, etc + shoes



PREDICTED MANCHESTER ATTACK, UK

On August 11, I warned about a possible upcoming falseflag



And on the very next day August 12; 'an attempted multiple murder'

LONDON KINGSBURY TUBE SHOOTING

Another alleged shooting, this time at the Kingsbury subway station
in London, officially injuring 3. And what do you know - a Nike trainer

right inside the cordoned off crime scene, how surprising is that?

AND THE GREENWICH HAMMER ATTACK

Bloody shoes, I rest my case. What can I say, but zzzzzzzzz....
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QUADRUPEL CAMBERWELL STABBINGS, UK

So often these outlandish allegations are put within quote-signs

Please notice the amount of police officers, yet no medical staff,
and the area already blocked off, even though the injured are still
not taken to hospital. Normal behaviour - or a staged photo shoot?

Cornoned off from all different angles, victims still on the ground



The ongoing transition from abandoned shoes to bikes as the hidden
mind-control trigger of fear appears over and over and over again

But just to make sure, let's leave a shoe in there as well

THE JACKSONVILLE GAMER'S SHOOTING

Yet another 'lone crazy guy' shooting in Florida

A claimed mass shooting at a gamer convention in Jacksonville, Florida. Missing
shoes and baloons popping. Maybe they are now aiming at banning laser light
sights as well.
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Yet another 'lone crazy guy' shooting in Florida. Numerology: 71 17?

Some many times we also encounter connections to 'pizza'.
This time the alleged shooter killed himself in a pizzeria

NIKE'S STRANGE BEHAVIOUR

Click above to learn more about Nike's new balaclava

The company Nike keeps adding to their very strange and suspicious behaviour.
Now they have just released a Nike balaclava with extra pockets, perfect for
knives, rocks or weapons. Good timing, considering the wave of alleged
stabbings in the UK at the moment.
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SEVERAL ALLEGED ATTACKS IN FRANCE

Plenty of bollards outside the targeted mosque in Lille. Yet it is said
that an attacker crashed a car right in through the entrance..?

No skid marks, and how could the car end up behind the pillar?
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Two killed and one injured in Paris, but the footage shows nothing

MORE SHOES - THE ICON OF DEATH

HEAL WITH LOVE

Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better.
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her talk
'Dealing With Negative Energy'. For more info, please visit
http://www.sisproject.org.
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See you again on October 1, 2018

Please support Ole Dammegard and his groundbreaking research:
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard
Twitter: @lightonconspira
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lightonconspiracies/?hl=en
Guestbook: Guestbook
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